Abstract-The radio interface EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for Global Evolution) is currently being standardized as an evolutionary path from GSM and TDMA-IS136 for third-generation high-speed data wireless systems. For the EDGE system with multiple antennas, spatial-temporal equalization (STE) can reduce intersymbol interference and co-channel interference, thereby increasing the capacity and range. In this paper, we propose two new techniques to improve the performance of a previously proposed STE: a fast timing recovery algorithm for a selective time-reversal equalizer and a two-stage soft-output equalizer. The new timing recovery algorithm determines the estimated burst timing and processing direction by computing the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) for decision feedback equalizers in both the forward and reverse time directions. The two-stage soft-output equalizer is the cascade of a delayed decision-feedback sequence estimator (DDFSE) and maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimator. The DDFSE provides better noise variance estimation and channel truncation for the following MAP. The performance of the new STE is evaluated for the EDGE. At 10% block error rate, the two-branch receiver requires a 3-7-dB lower signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) than the previous approach. Compared with the one-branch receiver, the two-branch receiver requires a 4-dB lower SNR with noise only, and a 10-27-dB lower SIR with a single interferer.
Improved Spatial-Temporal Equalization for EDGE:(see Fig. 1 ). The optimal solution in the sense of minimum bit error rate (BER) for the prefilters is to maximize the combiner output signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at each frequency [9] . Due to practical constraints, suboptimal approaches have been proposed [3] , [4] . In [4] , prefilter coefficients are obtained by maximizing the overall SINR at the combiner output. In [3] , prefilters are viewed as the feedforward filters of a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE), and the receiver is trained as if it was a DFE. 1 In this paper, we propose a new timing recovery algorithm and a two-stage soft-output equalization structure to improve the performance of the STE in [3] .
1) Timing Recovery. In EDGE systems, the burst and symbol phase at the receiver vary from burst to burst due to multipath fading and sampling clock variation. Burst and symbol timing recovery is crucial for good equalizer performance especially when the prefilter length is short because of the limited number of training symbols. In addition, since the impulse responses of fading channels are usually not symmetric, a selective time-reversal nonlinear equalizer can improve the performance [11] [12] [13] . In [11] , a timing recovery algorithm based on an exhaustive search method is proposed to determine the estimated burst and symbol timing and to select the processing direction as either the forward or reverse time direction. However, this method requires multiple equalizer training which is computationally costly in EDGE systems. In contrast to the exhaustive search method, fast computation of the mean-square error (MSE) for a DFE has been developed by exploring the DFE structure [14] , [15] . One of the main contributions in this paper is to extend the above method to a selective time-reversal equalizer in EDGE. Our new timing recovery algorithm computes the MSEs in both the forward and reverse time directions. The estimated burst and symbol timing as well as the processing direction are then selected to minimize the MSE. 2) Soft-Output Equalization. For the temporal equalizer in Fig. 1(a) , the optimal solution in the sense of minimum BER is the symbol-by-symbol maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimator [16] which delivers soft- output information to the outer convolutional decoder [17] . In EDGE, the 8-PSK modulation and long channel memory (about 7 taps) results in a computationally complex MAP estimator. For complexity reduction, one can use suboptimal approaches such as the soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) [18] , Max-Log-MAP [19] , Log-MAP [20] , reduced-state soft-output equalization [21] , and soft-output DDFSE [3] , [22] . Among the above approaches, SOVA and Max-Log-MAP are not as effective with nonbinary modulation [23] . The other approaches perform well when good noise variance estimation is provided prior to equalization, but mismatch of the noise variance significantly degrades the decoder performance [24] [25] [26] . In this paper, we first investigate the soft-output DDFSE and show that the noise variance estimation is biased. Next we propose a new two-stage soft-output equalizer which is the cascade of a DDFSE and MAP. The two-stage soft-output equalizer uses the final-decision symbols from the DDFSE to estimate the noise variance and truncates the channel memory for the MAP estimator. Compared with the soft-output DDFSE, the two-stage soft-output equalizer reduces both the feedback symbol errors and the noise variance estimation error. With the new timing recovery algorithm and the two-stage softoutput equalizer, the modified receiver significantly improves the raw BER and block error rate (BLER) performance compared with the previous approach [3] . Compared with the one-branch (one-antenna) receiver, the modified two-branch (two-antenna) receiver requires a 4-dB lower SNR at a 10% BLER, and 10-27-dB lower SIR depending on the channel characteristics. 2 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the EDGE transmitter and receiver architecture. In Section III, we derive the fast timing recovery algorithm. In Section IV, we propose the two-stage soft-output equalizer. In Section V, we demonstrate the performance improvement of our receiver via extensive simulations. Conclusions are given in Section VI. Fig. 1(a) shows the EDGE transmitter and receiver architecture. We briefly describe each function block in this section.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
EDGE uses nine different modulation and coding schemes (MCS) to support packet data communications under different channel conditions [2] . In this paper, we study the receiver performance using MCS-5. Similar results can be extended to other MCS modes. In MCS-5, the incoming data bits, delivered in 20-ms blocks, are encoded using a rate convolutional code with a constraint length of 7. The coded bit stream is punctured and interleaved for protection against fading. The interleaved bits and header field bits (header, uplink status flag, stealing bits) are distributed over the four bursts of 577 s. The burst format is the same as GSM [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The modulation is 8-PSK with linearized GMSK pulse shaping, and the baud rate is 270.833 K symbols per second.
In the receiver, baseband signals are filtered using square root raised cosine filters with a bandwidth of 180 kHz and roll-off factor of 0.5. The open-loop AGC normalizes the received signals by their average power in a burst. In addition to the symbol phase adjustment, the timing recovery block also estimates burst timing (i.e., equalizer delay) and decides the processing direction (i.e., forward and reverse time directions) for the selective directional equalizer which processes each received burst in either the forward or reverse time direction. The prefilters, each with symbol-spaced taps, combine the two-branch received signals to suppress CCI and noise. The channel impulse response for the desired signal is also shortened to taps. As a result, at the output of the combiner, the system can be viewed as an ISI channel with additive noise. The shortened ISI channel is further equalized by a soft-output equalizer which includes a DDFSE and MAP estimator. The soft-output of the MAP estimator is de-interleaved and decoded via a Viterbi convolutional decoder. The prefilter coefficients (denoted as ) and the shortened channel impulse response (denoted as ) are calculated in the training block. The equalizer is trained as if it was a DFE with as the feedforward filters and as the feedback filter [3] . To improve the convergence, the direct matrix inversion algorithm [27] is used. In summary, the receiver structure is similar to that proposed in [3] , except for the timing recovery and soft-output equalizer blocks which will be described in detail in the following sections.
III. TIMING RECOVERY
The main task of timing recovery is to determine the symbol phase, burst timing, and processing direction. In this section, we first describe the minimum precursor timing recovery scheme proposed in [3] , [28] . Next we develop a fast timing recovery algorithm based on efficient computation of the MMSE for the selective directional DFE.
A. Minimum Precursor Energy (MPE) Timing Recovery Algorithm
As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the training symbols in EDGE are at the middle of each burst. The equalizer for data2 works in a normal sequence, from the beginning of the sync to the end of the burst, while the time-reversal equalizer for data1 operates from the last sync symbol to the beginning of the burst. For each direction, symbol phase and equalizer delay are determined to minimize the ratio of precursor to cursor energy [28] . In this paper, the above scheme is referred to as the minimum precursor energy (MPE) timing recovery algorithm.
Note that the processing direction is fixed in the MPE timing recovery algorithm. data2 is always processed by the equalizer in the forward time direction, while data1 is processed in the reverse time direction. However, when the channel impulse response is not symmetric, the BER may be unequal for the two equalizers. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) shows the bit error distribution in a burst and the corresponding channel response in the burst. (The detailed simulation conditions can be found in Section V.) Bits 1-174 and bits 175-348 correspond to data1 and data2, respectively. data1 has more errors than data2. The reason is the channel impulse response. For the forward time direction, the DFE uses the strong first path to cancel the ISI caused by the weak delayed path. For the reversed time direction, the channel impulse response is time-reversed, and thus the DFE uses the weak path to cancel the strong path, resulting in poorer performance due to noise enhancement. In Fig. 3(c) , we plot the MSE versus the equalizer delay for both directional equalizers with the symbol phase of 0. Over a wide range of delays, the MSE for the DFE in the forward time direction is less than that of the time-reversal DFE. The optimal equalizer delay is 13 symbol intervals in the forward time direction. Note that a nonoptimal choice of delay or direction can result in a significant MSE increase.
The above example shows that equalizer performance is sensitive to the processing direction and equalizer delay in a fading environment. Timing errors can result in a significant performance degradation.
B. Fast MMSE Timing Recovery Algorithm
To overcome the problems in the MPE algorithm, we derive a fast MMSE timing recovery algorithm for the selective directional equalizer. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the selective directional equalizer operates in a preselected time direction. In contrast to previous timing recovery approaches using multiple trainings [11] [12] [13] , our approach is based on an efficient MMSE computation of the DFE, and thus is more computationally efficient.
The new algorithm basically finds a delay-and-direction-optimized MMSE-DFE. Below, we first derive the MSE computation algorithm [14] , [15] for the DFE in the forward time direction. Then we extend the method for the time-reversal DFE.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the baud spaced received signal sample at the AGC output in th branch is given by (1) where is the th channel impulse response after the AGC, is the transmitted desired symbol, and is the sample of the interference plus noise. The DFE has -tap feedforward filters and an -tap feedback filter. The slicer input is given by (2) where integer is the equalizer delay and denotes complexconjugate transpose. Using vector representation, we have 
For convenience, define the feedforward and feedback coefficient vectors as follows:
Under the assumption of correct past decisions, the error in the slicer input is given by (8) To derive the optimal values of and are considered as the input and desired signal, respectively. From adaptive filter theory [29, p. 170 ], the MSE is given by (9) where is the covariance matrix of the noise vector, and the transmitted signal samples are assumed to be uncorrelated, i.e.,
. We partition according to (10) where is the th diagonal element, is the th diagonal element, is the by subblock of whose upper left element corresponds to th diagonal element, is the by 1 vector right below , and is the by 1 vector right above . The MSE and MMSE at delay are then given by (11) (12) respectively. The estimated equalizer timing is the one that minimizes . From the above discussion, we need to calculate the and several 's to obtain the delay estimation for the forward DFE. Below, we show that the above and 's can also be used for the time-reversal DFE. In the time-reversal DFE, the received signal samples and the transmitted symbols are reversed in time. The corresponding channel impulse is also reversed. Let , where the overbar implies a time reversal system. It is straightforward to verify that (13) To derive the MSE of time-reversal DFE, it is convenient to define the transform (14) with a given dimension. For a matrix flips the rows of from top to bottom. Similarly, flips the columns of from left to right. It can be shown that (15) By choosing , we have
The corresponding MMSE is given by (17) As seen from (12) and (17), is involved in the MMSE calculation for both directions, and thus only one matrix inversion is required. The algorithm is summarized as follows:
The MMSE Timing Recovery Algorithm 1. Estimate the channel using the sync word by the least square method. Construct channel matrix according to (5).
2. Subtract the desired signal from the received signal and estimate the covariance matrix as follows:
where is constructed from the sync symbols according to (4).
Compute matrix according to (9).
4. Compute and according to (12) and (17), respectively, over the range of from to and .
5. Find the minimum of to determine the estimated delay and direction.
Note that the dimension of is the feedback filter length . This approach is efficient when the feedback filter length is short.
Remark: In the presence of a strong interferer, although the channel estimation error for the desired signal is large, we have good estimation of the interference . In fact, at low SIR, the estimation of the interferer is more important since the equalizer delay should be adjusted to cancel the strong interferer. This is in the contrast to the MPE algorithm which uses solely the channel estimation.
IV. SOFT-OUTPUT EQUALIZATION
In this section, we study the temporal equalizer which delivers soft outputs to the outer convolutional decoder. We first review the soft-output delayed decision-feedback sequence estimator (DDFSE) algorithm [3] and show that the noise variance estimation is biased. To avoid this problem, we propose a new two-stage soft-output equalizer structure.
A. Performance Analysis of the Soft-Output DDFSE 1) System Model: As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the STE has prefilters followed by a temporal equalizer. The prefilters suppress noise and interference and also shorten the overall system impulse response to reduce the computation complexity of the temporal equalizer. At the prefilter combiner output, the system can be viewed as an ISI channel given by (18) where the shortened channel impulse response is defined as the feedback filter coefficients of the DFE, i.e.,
, and the noise is defined as (19) which includes residual ISI, CCI, and noise. The noise variance is . 2) Soft-Output DDFSE Structure: As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the soft-output DDFSE [3] is a reduced-state MAP algorithm which applies a MAP in the MLSE portion of the DDFSE. The first part of the channel is handled by the MLSE via the Viterbi algorithm (VA), while the remaining postcursors are cancelled by delayed tentative decisions for each state. Thus, the channel state is reduced to a hyperstate corresponding to . In parallel to the MLSE, a MAP estimator computes the soft outputs based on these hyperstates in the MLSE. 
3) Performance Analysis:
The performance of the softoutput DDFSE is affected by the following factors: 1) white Gaussian assumption for the noise; 2) equalizer parameter generation error; 3) feedback symbol errors (i.e., incorrect tentative decisions); and 4) noise variance estimation error.
For factor 1), ideally, is white if an infinite length MMSE-DFE is used and the CCI is Gaussian. In the case of a finite-length filter and non-Gaussian CCI, the approximation error should cause a small performance degradation as shown in [4] .
For factors 1) and 3), both errors enhance residual ISI, CCI and noise, thereby reducing the input SNR of the MAP estimator.
For factor 4), it is well known that the BER performance of the MAP is very sensitive to the noise variance estimation, especially to underestimation [24] [25] [26] . In the soft-output DDFSE, the noise variance is the MSE of the DFE [see (18) , (2) and (8)]. The estimated noise variance is obtained during the training as follows [3] : (20) where is the sync word. The above estimation basically approximates from the mean-square error during the training. However, it can be shown that such an estimator is biased (underestimated), 3 which results in a substantial performance degradation.
B. Two-Stage Soft-Output Equalizer
To overcome the drawbacks of the soft-output DDFSE, we propose a new two-stage soft-output equalizer structure which reduces the feedback symbol errors and the noise variance estimation error.
1) Structure: Note that knowledge of the noise variance is required for MAP detection. However, such information is not necessary for hard-decision algorithms such as MLSE and DDFSE. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the proposed structure is the cascade of a DDFSE and MAP. The DDFSE produces hard-decision outputs and a noise variance estimate . The shortened channel impulse response is further truncated using hard decisions. The truncated channel is then handled by a MAP estimator. The complexity of the MAP is constrained by the parameter which is controlled independently of .
For different choices of , the two-stage soft-output equalizer has various structures:
• : A full state MLSE and MAP is used when both and are equal to the channel memory length . Optimal soft outputs are delivered by the MAP, while the first stage of the MLSE provides the noise variance estimates. This structure is the most computationally complex one.
• : This choice is equivalent to a DFE followed by a one-tap MAP. This structure is similar to that in [30] . The one-tap MAP can be implemented using a simple averaging function instead of the recursion used in the standard MAP algorithm. The DFE hard decisions are used to cancel all the postcursors. The feedback cancellation between the DDFSE and MAP can be omitted. This structure is the simplest one. However, both the feedback symbol errors and noise variance estimation error are large.
• : In between the above choices, various forms can be obtained to tradeoff complexity and performance.
2) Noise Variance Estimation:
For the noise variance estimation, we consider the equivalent model at the input of the MAP. According to Fig. 5(b) and (18), we have (21) where (22) is the noise including the additive noise at the prefilter output and the decision errors. The variance of can be estimated by averaging over only the data as follows: (23) According to (18) , we have (24) Equation (24) is the accumulated error metric corresponding to the final decision symbols which can be computed using the hard decisions of the DDFSE.
Compared with the previous estimation method using equalizer training error (20) , is averaged over more samples since it is obtained in the data period. It also utilizes the results of the DDFSE. Therefore, it is more accurate.
3) Soft-Output Recursion:
To complete the description of the two-stage soft-output equalizer, we derive the soft-output computation using Lee's algorithm [31] , [17] .
The transmitted 8-PSK symbol can be expressed as (25) where , and the function performs the 8-PSK modulation and Gray mapping. The soft output is the a posteriori probability (APP) defined as the conditional probability of each bit given the received samples , i.e.,
where is defined in (28) and (29), shown at the bottom of the page. Each term of (28) and (29) is obtained recursively by (30) where is the estimated noise variance given by DDFSE (24), and is a constant.
Note that (30) can be implemented in the logarithmic domain similar to the Log-MAP algorithm [20] .
Remarks:
• The effect of the SNR mismatch on the turbo decoder and MAP decoder has been studied in [24] [25] [26] . Various approaches have been proposed to reduce the sensitivity to SNR mismatch. Compared to these approaches, our two-stage soft-output equalizer not only reduces the noise variance estimation error, but also provides more accurate feedback symbols for the channel truncation.
• There are also iterative equalization and decoding techniques such as turbo equalization and turbo space-time processing [32] [33] [34] that can improve the receiver performance. In [34] , the coded layed space-time approach with known channel parameters was shown to achieve a performance within about 3 dB of the channel capacity. In [33] , the channel parameters including the noise variance are refined in the decoding iteration. However, compared to our
approach, the iterative equalization/decoding approach is more computational complex.
V. RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
In this section, the performance of the MMSE timing recovery algorithm and two-stage soft-output equalizer are evaluated for the EDGE system. We first describe the simulation environment and then show the results.
A. Simulation Environment
The simulation environment is based on the EDGE system described in Section II. The channel model is a multipath fading channel with the GSM typical urban (TU) and hilly terrain (HT) profiles. In our simulation, we assume that the Doppler frequency is 4 Hz, which corresponds to a pedestrian environment. No frequency hopping is assumed. The SNR is defined as (31) where is the signal power, is the noise floor, is the bit energy, is the number of bits per symbol, and is the baud rate. For 8-PSK modulation, (dB). We consider a single interferer which has the same burst timing as the desired signal, but the relative symbol phase is random. This case is close to the EDGE compact system whose base stations are synchronized. The interference is measured by the SIR defined as the ratio of the signal power to the noise power measured at the antenna input. The fading channel of the interferer is independent of the desired signal's channel.
The fading between receiver antennas is assumed uncorrelated. The prefilter and the feedback filter have five taps each . The equalizer uses an eight-state DDFSE and eight-state MAP . To evaluate the receiver performance, we determine the raw BER at the DDFSE output and BLER at the convolutional decoder output. Fig. 6 shows the raw BER versus SIR for a two-branch receiver with the HT profile. The results are shown for the MMSE timing recovery algorithm described in Section III-B (circle) and the MPE timing recovery algorithm described in Section III-A (square). In addition, two ideal curves are plotted for reference: trained equalizer with perfect MMSE timing recovery (plus) and perfect training with perfect MMSE timing recovery (triangle). Furthermore, to separate the effect of the time reversal operation and the MMSE criterion, we also plot the curve for the MMSE timing recovery algorithm with the forward direction search only (cross). For a BER, the required SIR with the MMSE timing recovery algorithm is 5 dB less than that required with the MPE approach. Note that this SIR is 2 dB higher than that required with perfect MMSE timing recovery. As the BER decreases, this degradation decreases since the channel estimation used for timing recovery becomes more accurate. With perfect training and timing, the required SIR for a 10 BER is about 15 dB less than that with the trained equalizer and the MPE timing. About half of this degradation is due to imperfect timing recovery, demonstrating the importance of the MMSE timing recovery.
B. Performance of the MMSE Timing Recovery Algorithm
Next we study the effect of symbol timing error for the MMSE timing recovery algorithm. We simulate the raw BER versus SIR for one and two antennas with -spaced and -spaced symbol timing quantization. For the -spaced case, we also set four different symbol phases . The results show that the variation in SIR due to the symbol phase is about 1 dB. For -spaced quantization, the symbol phase needs to be determined prior to the -spaced STE. The computation complexity is four times that of the -spaced case, but the performance gain is not significant. In our simulation, the required SIR for a given BER using -spaced quantization is about 1 dB less than that using -spaced quantization.
C. Performance of the Two-Stage Soft-Output Equalization
The system configuration for the soft-output equalizer comparison is as follows: TU profile, dB, two antennas, and the MMSE timing recovery algorithm. The soft-output DDFSE (Section IV-A) and two-stage soft-output equalizer (Section IV-B) are compared. For the soft-output DDFSE, the noise variance estimate is given by (20) . To verify that the noise variance estimate of the soft-output DDFSE is underestimated, we artificially enlarge it by a factor (32) Fig. 7 shows the BLER versus SIR for the two-stage softoutput equalizer, the soft-output DDFSE with and , the soft-output DDFSE with perfect noise variance estimation, and the soft-output DDFSE with perfect noise variance estimation plus perfect feedback. For the soft-output DDFSE, the noise variance estimation error and feedback errors cause about a 3.3-dB loss each in required SIR for a 1% BLER, demonstrating the importance of the noise variance estimation and feedback. As indicated in Section IV-A, by increasing to 5, the required SIR is reduced by 2.2 dB. On the other hand, the two-stage soft-output equalizer significantly reduces both the noise variance estimation error and feedback errors. The performance improvement over the soft-output DDFSE is about 5 dB, which is within 1.5 dB of that of the soft-output DDFSE with perfect noise variance estimation and feedback.
D. Performance of the Modified Receiver
In this section, the performance of the modified receiver using the MMSE timing and two-stage soft-output equalizer is evaluated for various channel environments. Comparisons between the modified receiver, the receiver using perfect timing and perfect training (with the same number of taps), and the previous approach using the MPE timing and soft-output DDFSE are also made for some cases.
1) Performance Gain of the Modified Two-Branch Receiver:
We first consider the performance of the modified receiver for one and two antennas in Figs. 8-10 . Table I summarizes the required SIR and SNR for a 10% BLER. For the noise-only case, the two-branch receiver provides about a 4-dB SNR reduction for both the TU and HT profiles. For the interference-only case, the two-branch receiver provides about a 10-dB SIR reduction for the HT profile and 27 dB for the TU profile.
2) Comparison Between the Modified Receiver and the Previous Receiver:
Next we compare the performance of the modified receiver and the previous one with one co-channel interferer. Figs. 8 and 9 show the raw BER and BLER versus SIR. Note that the raw BER improvement is due to the improvement of the timing algorithm, while the BLER gain comes from the improvements of timing as well as the soft-output equalizer algorithm. The results are summarized as follows.
• For the two-branch case, the required SIR for a 1% raw BER and 10% BLER using the modified receiver is about 3-7 dB lower than that required using the previous receiver.
• For the one-branch case, the modified receiver has about 2 dB improvement (in required SIR for a given raw BER and BLER) as compared to the previous receiver for the TU profile. For the HT profile, the improvement is even greater. The previous receiver has a BER floor around Fig. 10 , we also show the corresponding results of the receiver using perfect timing/training (with the same number of taps). The result shows the potential improvement with better techniques. For a 10 BLER, the two-branch receiver using perfect timing/training requires 7-8 dB lower SNR than the one-branch receiver. Comparing the modified receiver with the receiver using the perfect timing/training, the one-branch case has a 2-3-dB loss and the two-branch a 6-7 dB loss. The large degradation of the two-branch receiver is due to the fact that the two-branch receiver has more equalizer coefficients (15) to be calculated than the one-branch receiver (10) , which leads to a large training error with only 26 training symbols. This problem becomes even worse when the number of antennas is further increased. To mitigate this problem, modification of the training method using the diagonal loading 4 or the subspace method [35] , and channel estimation-based training [36] can be used.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a fast selective-direction MMSE timing recovery algorithm and two-stage soft-output equalizer structure for spatial-temporal equalization. The new timing recovery algorithm computes the MMSE for the DFE in both the forward and reverse time directions and determines the estimated burst timing and processing direction. The twostage soft-output equalizer is the cascade of a DDFSE and MAP estimator. It uses the final-decision symbols from the DDFSE to estimate the noise variance and truncates the channel memory for the following MAP estimator. Compared with the soft-output DDFSE, the two-stage soft-output equalizer reduces both the feedback symbol errors and the noise variance estimation error. The performance of the modified receiver using the MMSE timing recovery algorithm and two-stage soft-output equalizer was evaluated for EDGE. For a 10% BLER, the modified receiver using two antennas requires 4 dB lower SNR and 10-27 dB lower SIR than a single-antenna receiver. Compared with the previous STE [3] , the performance improvement is 3-7 dB in SIR.
